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My game crashes right before starting the sixth mission!!. My low playtime makes this a cheap review, but here's the scoop I
could get while also staying safely within the refund limit: I love hex strategy games and at the end of the day I even play AoW
or Civ with the animations turned off because it would take too long otherwise. I also love 4X and turn-based combat and have
played hundreds of hours of hot seats against myself which just speeds up exploring different playstyles. Plus you never lose.
(Honestly AoW3 hot seat is like a huge, long-form game of Mage Knight, so it's not lame at all.) Finally, I've never played any
of the Panzer games but I was at least interested in the interface and have started getting into the 40K universe but don't want to
invest in the physical stuff. Taking those considerations last to first, this game would have been a dorm room dream if I played
40K in college, circa 2004, and would have been a contender for the only thing I played because it's incredibly thorough, and
has a campaign editor. I find the art consistent and soothing in that context, and the game boots up and loads very fast so you
can test (or rather retry) different scenarios. Given all the content in the DLCs, it's a rabbit hole of options. It isn't 2004 though
and the other options for 4X combat out there make this a hard sell for a non-40K player. There is an interface for hot seat
games, and it's well implemented, but it's online and uses Slitherine's dedicated server. Because there are actually a good amount
of games going, it's kind of silly just to play yourself online. Take that how you will; it's particularly not for me but I can see
how an active multiplayer community is a big plus for a game like this. It's really a unique title, and in a hopefully long life one
I'd be happy to pick up and play again. The speed of combat is fast, and actually can't be slowed down that much since it's just
static images with animated effects when they perform actions, but it runs fine on an old laptop and would be a great cabin
game, despite the lack of an offline hot seat. Going up against the AI will produce quite a few trials and errors, which is
probably a good sign. In the end it's worth getting in a game library for the campaign editor, but isn't going to offer the kind of
sandbox to make all that diffferent of games. It will always be PvE Panzer-style combat with a lot of variety but not that many
outcomes to experience. --I actually have one more inspiration for games like these: these should replace or fit in with
something like a Keno machine. To say nothing about an arcade or bar game. Fast paced, difficult odds, easy to pick up but too
deep to force too many variables if the deck is stacked appropriately. It would be kind of dumb luck at first with the fog of war
but if it was the only thing there it could be kind of mythical.. An amazing strategy game similar to Panzer Corps, Panzer
General or Iron Storm (from the Sega Saturn) set in the WH 40k universe. WIth all the DLC you're getting a ton of conent here
and some nice story driven campaigns. The playable factions are Space Marines, Imperial Guard and Orks (with DLC). There
are also mods for Tau and Tyranid if that is of interest to you. If you like either WH 40k or the hex strategy genre this is a must
buy.. Lots of fun, miniature war-game based play.. Panzer General in the 40K universe!. Lovely little wargame, much better
than I expected, a must-play for any Warhammer 40K/Strategy fan !
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